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Abstract
The Embedded Vision/Vector Engine (EVE) is a specialized fully programmable processor to accelerate
computer vision algorithms. The architecture’s principal aim is to enable low latency, low power, and
high performance vision algorithms in cost sensitive embedded markets. EVE’s memory architecture
is unique and differentiated relative to standard processor architectures, allowing for a high degree
of sustained internal memory bandwidth for compute intensive algorithms. The presence of custom
pipelines and units, allows for accelerating and harnessing the high levels of data parallelism found
in computer vision algorithms. This presentation will review the key processing needs and challenges
found in algorithms in advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) markets. It then motivates the
need for a dedicated processor that adds specialized units and pipeline stages to accelerate challenging processing requirements. EVE complements the standard C6000 DSP from Texas Instruments by
excelling at low-level and mid-level vision algorithms, freeing up the DSP to leverage VLIW and excel
at high-level processing algorithm. The combination of DSP and EVE in TI’s SOC’s allows developers
to harness new levels of performance, drastically reducing the time to market for developing performance-intensive safety-critical ADAS applications.
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